Clinical Device Efficiency
Streamlining Device Maintenance and Optimizing Inventories
Solution Overview

Manual data collection, device onboarding, lifecycle management, and maintenance routines are time
and productivity bottlenecks for healthcare delivery organizations (HDOs). Given that device spending
continues to rise, HDOs cannot continue their current, disconnected mode of work. Improving device
data enables the HDO to automate and mature device management workflows while improving their
operational costs.
Computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS) are used by healthcare delivery
organizations (HDOs) everywhere to manage their connected devices. Unfortunately, these systems are
disconnected from the very environments they are designed to manage, creating gaps in visibility that
make it hard for BioMed and IT teams to do their jobs. Inaccurate and missing data, specifically a
device’s location and utilization, can inflate an HDO’s capital expenditures and lead to increased risk.

Introducing Medigate's Clinical Device Efficiency
Medigate has developed a Clinical
Device Efficiency (CDE) module to help
HDOs better manage the connected
devices in their health system. Medigate
CDE delivers insights, such as device
location, utilization, and inventory
statistics, along with benchmarked and
actionable recommendations they can
use to optimize their entire fleet of
devices, streamline their day-to-day

operational workflows, and accelerate their return on investment (ROI). The visibility and insights of CDE
help HDOs make better decisions around device allocation, management, maintenance, and
replacement to reduce costs, improve efficiencies, and increase productivity.

How it Works
Medigate CDE continuously delivers data-rich context to CMMS workflows, creating a live connection
between assets and their management. Workflows are propagated with the information required to make
BioMed more productive and cost-effective. With the accurate data from Medigate, HDOs finally have
data integrity and details into:
•

Device Attributes: Relevant device attributes, such as model, make, OS version, as well as
device network status and security posture, resolve any CMMS data deficits. Data management
utilities ensure the CMMS can serve as the HDO’s single record of truth.

•

Location: Integration with network management tools and real-time location system (RTLS)
sources help BioMed and IT teams locate devices in the hospital with precision. Location
services steadily improve asset allocations and dramatically accelerate remediation workflows.

•

Utilization: Knowing how, when, and where a device is utilized and can dramatically improve
device management operations and help streamline preventative maintenance.

•

Inventory: CDE continuously
resolves device location, status,
and utilization and reconciles
them against the managed list in
the CMMS. If a device marked
‘lost’ in the CMMS is still in use,
CDE will find it and trigger the
appropriate BioMed workflow.

•

Benchmarks: HDOs can better understand their environment in comparison with others of
similar size and specializations. This data can be internally benchmarked, feeding the CDE
engine with additional data points.

The CDE module expands upon the visibility and insights generated by Medigate’s Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI) capabilities by adding utilization data to device profiles. Over time, the CDE
recommendation engine analyzes the fleet of devices and recommends device lifecycle management
improvements. From planning and acquisition through retirement and disposal, these recommendations
can generate significant budget savings.

The CDE Difference
Real-Time System of Record
CDE transforms an HDO’s CMMS into a connected, dynamic, and data-rich system of record that can
streamline and mature BioMed and IT workflows. With CDE, HDOs can automatically discover and
understand the connected devices in their environment and maintain an accurate inventory of their fleet.
The level of detail provided by Medigate helps HDOs manage the lifecycle of their assets, supporting
better decision-making processes around utilization, maintenance, and risk management.

Inventory Optimization
CDE provides fleet utilization analysis aligned with industry benchmarks to facilitate device procurement,
renting/leasing, retirement, and disposal decision-making that can deliver significant CAPEX and OPEX
savings. Under-utilized devices can be redeployed to reduce unnecessary capital expenditures. Device
location and utilization information can also be used to understand front-line care team preferences,
improve patch planning, and optimize asset distributions to support appropriate PAR-levels.

Locate Lost and Missing Devices
With CDE, as soon as a device marked as lost or missing in the CMMS connects to the network, the
HDO can locate it and automatically reinstate it into inventory. With dynamic inventory reconciliation, the
HDO can reduce alternative device purchase costs. Additionally, if the device stores PHI, the HDOs will
be alerted so they can take measures to reduce risk.

Demand-Driven Reallocation
CDE analyzes device distribution and utilization rates across different locations in the organization to
provide optimized re-allocation recommendations. With the wide-angle view of where devices are being
used, HDOs can improve their PAR levelling. By reallocating devices from under-utilized locations to
areas of need, front-line care providers do not need to hoard devices anymore.

Minimize Risks
CDE automates vulnerability correlations, so HDOs can accurately identify impacted devices and trigger
associated remediation work orders to reduce the overall risk to operations. CDE also enables BioMed
staff to consider the risk posture of devices in their buying, renting, and leasing decisions.

Deliver It All with Services
To help quickly reduce cyber risks and ensure your security investments pay off, Medigate has
developed a healthcare cyber-physical security services program called Partner Ready Operational
Services (PROS). Designed to secure your Extended Internet of Things (XIoT), PROS applies a proven
maturity roadmap to speed the journey to your ideal state. Certified “PROS” deliver a standards-driven,
trusted services path based on best practices that we’ve developed partnering with more than 1,000
hospitals. From prioritized investment strategies to properly sequenced integrations, they can support
you wherever you need.

Conclusion
Average asset utilization rates in healthcare run at 42%. Between the elimination of outdated manual
routines and full visibility into asset location, status, and how they are being used, significant
improvements can be quickly made. By powering the CMMS as a real-time record of truth, Medigate
improves connected device management across the entire lifecycle resulting in multiple operational
benefits, including significant CAPEX and OPEX savings.
With CDE, Medigate delivers the visibility and insights HDOs can use to streamline their day-to-day
operational workflows, protect their inventory, and accelerate returns on investment at both the individual
device, device-class, and fleet level. With a robust data set around device location, utilization, and
inventory, Medigate helps HDOs gain a much clearer understanding of asset availability and demand, as
utilization is a perfect expression of it. CDE drives better decisions that benefit the entire device lifecycle
ecosystem, patients, and the bottom line.
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